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Why did you decide to download this workbook?

Today, I want to learn...



What three words from above do you WANT to describe

you style?

What words best describe your style NOW?

__ classic 
__ colorful
__ neutral
__ edgy
__ glam
__ patterned
__ plain
__ loud 
__ floral
__ smart
__ leisure
__ professional 
__ casual
__ comfortable

__ flowy
__ fitted
__ boxy
__ sharp
__ sexy
__ conservative
__ cowgirl
__ modest
__ athletic
__ vintage
__ practical
__ minimal 
__ tailored
__ basic

__ formal
__ neon
__ warm
__ cool
__ soft
__ layered
__ bohemian
__ hippie
__ handmade
__ outdoorsy
__ fresh
__ natural 
__ uniform
__ military

__ thrifty
__ over-sized
__ trendy
__ androgynous
__ men's wear
__ country
__ flannel
__ revealing
__ artsy
__ DIY
__ designer
__ boutique
__ utilitarian
__ frilly

__ logo-centric
__ cozy
__ feminine
__ unique
__ beachy
__ dressy
__ chic
__ dated
__ current
__ elegant
__ punk
__ ________
__ ________
__ ________

Describe your favorite outfit. Why is it your favorite?

ABOUT ME



How do you feel when you wear the clothes that are

currently hanging in your closet?

__ comfortable
__ uncomfortable
__ bland
__ old
__ fresh
__ young
__ juvenile
__ classy
__ confident
__ insecure
__ hidden
__ unique
__ approchable
__ tired

__ happy
__ beautiful
__ neutral
__ frumpy
__ outdated
__ stuffy
__ mismatched
__ sad
__ put-together
__ drab
__ interesting
__ professional
__ glam
__ _________

In general right now, my clothes fit me:

too small slightly too snug just right slightly too big very loose

I prefer when my clothes fit me:

form fitting snug just right slightly over-sized very flowy

(circle one)

(circle one)



What about your current style do you

like?

What about your current style would

 you change?

Write three words that describe how you WANT to feel in

your clothes.



COLOR
What colors do you wear the most from your current closet?

Which colors are your favorite to wear and why?



What colors do you wear the most from your current closet?

How do you feel about the colors in your closet currently?



Style Inspiration
Where do you get the most style inspiration?

Some people get a lot of style inspiration online, whether it's through Instagram,
Pinterest, ads, brands you follow, or even from your friends. Where do you get new style

ideas from?

Overall, the people I follow for style inspiration:

___Have the same style as me
___Have a different style than me
___Have the same body type as me
___Have a different body than me

___Have the same lifestyle as me
___Have a different lifestyle than me

___Have the same career as me

___Have a different career than me

Suggestion:

Follow people who are in a similar life stage and are in a

similar lifestyle as you. It will give you style inspiration that is

more applicable to your own life.



Style Review:
The top three words I would use to describe my style are:

The top three words I want to describe how I feel in my

clothes are:

The top three colors I like wearing are:

I like to find style inspiration from:



It can be overwhelming to figure out what to do when you discover what your true style
preferences are. It can be tempting to go out shopping for new items that you think fit
your style, but I encourage you to try not to shop. 
 
instead of shopping, I encourage you to head over to your closet now. I am positive that
you already own several items that fit your personal style words. Find those items and
try them on. Do you feel good in them? If not, ask yourself why. 
 
Try using my guide for Paring Down Your Closet. It is easier to find the items that best
represent your style after all of the clutter is taken out of your closet. Once you remove
the items that either don't fit you or your personal style, it is much easier to get dressed
in the morning.
 
If you find that you have a lot of items that fit your style, but are not sure how to make
outfits from the items you have, I suggest purchasing a few basics (white t-shirt, jeans,
neutral shoes, etc) to help you make outfits from the items you already have. 
 
If you are not sure what "basics" are, or which ones you need or don't need, head on
over to my Basics Guide to view my list. 
 
Did you enjoy your experience with this workbook? Share your results with me on
Instagram or email. Feel free to contact me at allison.e.koch@gmail.com or on
Instagram @alli.e.koch. I look forward to hearing from you!

Now what?
Now that you have the words to describe your personal style,

what do you do with this informaion?


